Red Says Drive Won’t Halt

White Jury Frees Militant

ANGELA ACQUITTED OF ALL 3 CHARGES

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

She Will Resume Struggle

The Oklahoma Harvest

Sooner Follows The Long Harvest

State Leader Expresses Confidence Vote To Sway Delegates

Classic Autos

Net $360,000

Flying Team Pilot Killed At Air Show

Wall Of Color

A pilot outside wall is brought to life by students, teachers and parents of New York’s Professional Children’s School. They spent five days painting the wall (UPI Telephoto)
Angela

McGovern Cheers
Angela Acquittal

I wonder what the editor is thinking. I've been working on this page for hours and I still can't figure out what the point is. The content seems scattered and disjointed. It's like the editorial team is trying to fill space with random facts and figures, but none of it seems to connect.

I mean, look at this: "McGovern Cheers Angela Acquittal." What's the big deal about that? And then there's this: "Sale on power tools. Your choice 24." What's with the sudden focus on power tools? It's like the editor is trying to distract the reader with shiny objects, but it's just not working.

I wish I could say I'm enjoying this. But honestly, I'm feeling frustrated. Maybe I should just give up and find something else to do.
American Women 'Issue-Oriented' Concerning Politics

By Patti Marshall

One of the current interests of the Oklahoma City chapter of the American Women's National Democratic Club is the upcoming elections. The club's activities are centered around education and support of candidates who are dedicated to the principles of the Democratic Party. They believe that by supporting these candidates, they are also supporting the issues that are important to them.

Spring Weddings Highlight Scene

We've seen a number of weddings this spring, and each one was unique in its own way. The dresses were stunning, the flowers were beautiful, and the overall atmosphere was joyful.

Letters Pour In...

Star-Gazer Misreads Sign

By Suzanne Lambert

The design of this dress is stunning, with its unique color and style. It's perfect for a special occasion, whether it's a wedding or a formal event. The fabric is of high quality and fits very well. I would definitely recommend this dress to anyone looking for a distinctive and elegant piece of clothing.

Bridal Notes

Miss Boyce Honored At Parties

We were honored to host a party for Miss Boyce, and it was a huge success. The venue was beautifully decorated, and the food was delicious. Miss Boyce was the star of the evening, and we were all proud to have her in our midst.

Journal For Women

Helen Help Us!

Mate's Past Worries Bride

We've heard many stories about the stresses and worries that brides can have about their weddings. One groom, in particular, was worried about finding the right dress for his bride. He was relieved when he found this stunning dress, and it turned out to be the perfect choice.
Long Harvest Season Begins

Staff Photos
By George Wilson

Two Generations

Missile Called Absurd

City Map Incident Stirs Fuss

Weather Word

INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S HANDIEST MONEY-BRINGING DEVICE!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
1. Lift part (A) from part (B). Place your hand (C) on your weight.
2. Roll this Classified Ad into your hand (C).
3. Hold your hand (C) and your fingers (D) together. Wrap the classified ad around your fingers (D) and your hand (C).

Oklahoma Journal Classified Ads
8730 W 714-6811 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
5 p.m. to 8 a.m. Recorded Answering Service
Editorials

Nixon-Echeverria Summit

President Nixon won no diplomatic dividends with his recent trip to Mexico. Echeverría responded with a trip to Washington. The two leaders met in recent days in Washington during a state visit by Echeverría. Nixon and his secretary of state, Henry Kissinger, and the president's aide,  

Soviets Can Do Switch

When President Nixon leaves office, he will leave behind a legacy of diplomatic achievements that will be remembered long after his term. His efforts to normalize relations with China and the Soviet Union were significant milestones. Nixon's approach to diplomacy was characterized by his willingness to take risks and think outside the box. He believed that through dialogue and compromise, the world could be transformed into a more peaceful place. Nixon's foreign policy initiatives were not without controversy, but they ultimately led to significant advancements in international relations. 

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Bob Considine

Your Money's Worth

Horsing Around Costly

Paul Harvey

Castro Bombing U.S.

Thoughts

Indian Scholar Believes American Youth Changing World

Emancipating Man's Mind From Power

A Tuesday In June: RFK Remembered

WASHINGTON -- Remembering Robert Kennedy, who was assassinated 40 years ago, was the theme of a ceremony on Wednesday in his memory, with speeches and a reading of his speeches. The event took place in front of the Kennedy Center, his place of residence, where he spent his last hours alive. The ceremony was attended by many of the people who knew him, including his family. The event was organized by the Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights organization, which is named in his honor. The organization's work is focused on human rights issues, particularly those related to the civil rights movement. 

U.S. Expected To Bail Out ITT

ITT expects to lose money on its U.S. operations, according to a report. The company is in financial trouble and is seeking to sell off some of its assets. The company has been facing challenges in its domestic market, as well as international competition. The company's problems have been exacerbated by the recent economic downturn. The company has been working to cut costs and improve its operations, but it remains unclear if its efforts will be enough to turn the company around. 

The Oklahoma Journal

10 15 1975

4 27 1975

4 27 1975

10 15 1975
Liberated Women View Their Sexuality In New Book

NEW YORK (AP) — Burton Green, managing editor of Ms. magazine, has interviewed 50 professional women and put their responses to questions about their sexuality in a new book, "Liberated Women View Their Sexuality: A Ms. Survey." "I think it's important when people talk about sexuality to hear what women are feeling and thinking about it," Green said. "Women are as interested in sex as men are, and they have as much variety of experience as men do." He said the women he interviewed were mostly married, and he asked them about their relationships, their sex lives and their feelings about sexuality.

Baltimore Loses Pair To Oakland

舜

Chisox Beat Yanks Twice

Lashley Wins Tennis Crown

SPORTS

Lashley Wins Tennis Crown

Evansville Rolls Past 89ers, 9-4

PORTER'S HIT FUELS BIG FIRST

Lashley plays in the women's tennis competition at the U.S. Open in New York. She is one of 50 professional women who were interviewed by Burton Green for his new book, "Liberated Women View Their Sexuality: A Ms. Survey.""I think it's important when people talk about sexuality to hear what women are feeling and thinking about it," Green said. "Women are as interested in sex as men are, and they have as much variety of experience as men do." He said the women he interviewed were mostly married, and he asked them about their relationships, their sex lives and their feelings about sexuality.

Sanders Outlasts Trevino By Shot

Tennis Scoreboard

Net Champ A Late Starter

Evansville Rolls Past 89ers, 9-4
It's 'Happiest Day Of My Life' For Angela

World Reaction To Acquittal Of Angela Davis Reserved

U.S. Planes Attack In North And South

Jury Felt Evidence 'Doubtful'

Jury Commed By Judge

Angela Remained Remote

'Stop' Drive Flops
Top Sooner Speller Arrives In Washington

By PAT AVERY

Tina Porter, 10, one of the nation's leading spellers, is to arrive in Washington Tuesday morning on her way to a national spelling bee. The Oklahoma City sixth-grader is expected to arrive in time for the 2 p.m. meeting of the U.S. Senate Commerce Committee on education, science and related matters. Porter is expected to answer questions and be interviewed by senators who are members of the committee.

Porter has won state spelling bees and the Oklahoma City school district spelling bee. She is expected to represent Oklahoma in the national bee, which is scheduled for April 22 in Washington. Porter's parents, Janet and Robert Porter, will accompany her to the national bee.

Read The Classified Ad Section—You May Be The Winner Of FREE TICKETS TO

Ringing Bros Barnum & Bailey Circus

Located among the Classified ads, one can find ads for free tickets to the circus. Interested individuals can find their names in these ads and claim their tickets. The circus offers a variety of attractions, including various animal acts and performances. If you find your name and address in one of the ads, simply call 787-0171 after 5 p.m. for your free ticket. You'll need to arrive at the Hippodrome at 10th and Broadway by 8 p.m. to claim your ticket.
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Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, OK, 73101

A buy in business for himself doesn't worry about union jobs

1959-1965

The Oklahoma Journal
Hijack Couple ‘Nice’

Boys State To Hear From Privett, Terrill

Nixon Pastor Hails Nails

Massacre Report Release Sought

How’s Your Hearing?

VACATION BOUND! Get this amazing FIRESTONE FRONT END ALIGNMENT FREE NOW!

DECISION MAKING TAKES A sauna!!

I INSTALLATION MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!!

INSTALLATION SERVICES 7988!!!

Hirigton: Team and stay just as true

PAUL LAYTON, DENTAL ASSOCIATE TO THE DENTAL ASSOCIATE TO THE DENTAL ASSOCIATE TO THE

Downtown Mccallum - SOUTHWEST

Downtown Mccallum - SOUTHWEST

Downtown Mccallum - SOUTHWEST